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Friendship
1 Below you can see a list of adjectives which describe the qualities of a good friend. Fill in

the correct noun next to each of the adjectives!

A good friend is ...

trustworthy , honest , emphatic ,

loyal , supportive , funny ,

patient , positive , attentive ,

spontanious , reliable  and loving .

2 A recipe for friendship

• After reading the example, think about the ingredients YOU would mix
together to create friendship (and how much of each is needed). Then, write a
friendship recipe (ingredients + 5-8 phrases)!

Ingredients:

Preparation:
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1 Australian scientists found that a network of friends increased people's ...

a) happiness.
b) connection to their children.
c) chances of living longer.
d) family members.

3 Listen and choose the correct answer!

2 This could be because friends have ... in your decisions and choices than family
members.

more influence
less influence
more interest
less interest

3 Loneliness or social isolation can cause people ...

to be more emotional.
to be financially unstable.
to eat more unhealthy food.
to make riskier decisions.

4 The so-called „Dunbar Number“ (150) is ...

the optimal number of enemies a person should have.
the optimal number of people living together.
the maximum amount of friends a person can have.
the maximum amount of people a person can know.

5 The theory is based on a comparison between the brainsize of humans and the
brainsize and social groups of ...

primates (f. ex. monkeys).
mammals (f. ex. elephants).
reptiles (f. ex. crocodiles).
birds (f. ex. pigeons).

6 About 57% of teenagers ...

made more than five new friends online.
met a good friend online.
met half of their friends online.
met a friend through online gaming.
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